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[57] ABSTRACT
A tracking system suitable for tracking a target from a 
command station includes a transponder on the target 
which transmits signals in response to signals received 
from a command control transmitter at the command 
station. The signals transmitted by the transponder are 
received by a receiver at the command station and a 
target range signal is developed in accordance with the 
time interval between the signal transmitted by the 
command control transmitter and that received by the 
receiver. The azimuth of the target is determined by 
means of a servo-control system which automatically 
locks the receiver antenna onto the target. Signals in 
accordance with target range and azimuth are pro
cessed in a position computer, the output of which is 
fed to an X-Y plotter which provides a continuous posi
tional plot of the target.

9 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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3,739,378
RADIO TRACKING SYSTEM

This invention relates to radio tracking systems, and 
more particularly to such a system capable of automati
cally providing a positional plot of a target carrying a 
transponder.

In various control functions, such as the control of 
drone aircraft, missiles, and manned aircraft, tracking 
and plotting systems are utilized to provide a continual 
readout indicative of the range, azimuth and altitude of 
the airborne vehicle. Such systems of the prior art 
which are capable of providing the necessary accuracy 
and comprehensive information for precise control 
functions generally are rather bulky, of considerable 
weight, and somewhat more complex and costly than to 
be desired. Further, in many of these systems, it is nec
essary to have complicated and expensive equipment 
not only at the ground station but also in the airborne 
vehicle. Also, in many of these prior art systems, target 
elevation information is not made available, or this in
formation is derived by utilizing an antenna having ele- 
vational directive characteristics in conjunction with an 
elevation positioning and angle measuring system 
which further adds to the complexity and cost of the 
system. A great need exists for a tracking system which 
is relatively simple and economic in its construction, 
which is nevertheless capable of providing reasonably 
accurate plotting information for the necessary control 
functions. The device of this invention, it is believed, 
satisfies these requirements in providing a device which 
is of significantly lower cost and lesser complexity than 
prior art similar tracking systems. Further, the device 
of this invention is of relatively light weight portable 
construction, so that it can be set up for use in the field 
with relative ease. The significant decrease in the num
ber of active components involved, and the greater sim
plicity of design of the present invention contribute to 
the greater reliability and ease of maintenance as well 
as economy. Further, with the system of this invention, 
a relatively simple lightweight transponder is all that is 
needed in the airborne vehicle, which greatly facilitates 
and economizes this portion of the installation.

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide 
an improved tracking and plotting system of greater 
simplicity and economy than prior art devices.

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
lightweight tracking and plotting system which can be 
handled with ease for field use.

It is another object of this invention to provide a reli
able and accurate system for tracking and plotting air
borne vehicles which is significantly more economical 
than prior art systems.

It is still a further object of this invention to provide 
a system for accurately tracking and plotting the posi
tion of airborne vehicles which has higher reliability 
than prior art systems in view of its relative simplicity 
of design.

Other objects of this invention will become apparent 
as the description proceeds in connection with the ac
companying drawings, of which:

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating the 
basic features of the system of the invention,

FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating a pre
ferred embodiment of the system of the invention, and

FIG. 3 is a schematic drawing illustrating the genera
tion of the X-Y plotting signals in the preferred em
bodiment.

1
Briefly described, the device of the invention in

cludes a command control transmitter located at a 
command station for transmitting continuous tone sig
nals modulated on an RF carrier. A transponder is pro
vided on the airborne vehicle to be tracked, which re
ceives the command control transmitter signal and im
mediately retransmits the modulation signal on its own 
carrier. The signals transmitted from the transponder 
are received by receiver means at the command sta
tion. Such receiver means includes a directive antenna 
which is positioned by means of a servo-control system 
so that it remains locked on in azimuth to the signals 
transmitted by the transponder at all times. A signal in 
accordance with the transit time of the signals to and 
from the airborne vehicle is generated in the position 
computer, and this signal combined with signals in ac
cordance with the azimuth of the vehicle to provide 
X-Y positional information. This information is fed 
from the position computer to an X-Y plotter, where 
it is used to plot a track of the vehicle’s position.

Referring now to FIG. 1, the basic operation of the 
system of the invention is illustrated. Radio signals are 
generated by means of command control transmitter 
11 and these signals, modulated by the output of range 
tone oscillator 13, are radiated by means of transmit
ting antenna 12. Antenna 12 may be non-directional. 
The signals transmitted by the antenna, as to be more 
fully explained in connection with FIG. 2, include a 
tone signal in the audio frequency range modulated on 
the radio frequency carrier. The signals radiated by an
tenna 12 from command station 14 are received by an
tenna 15 which is located on airborne vehicle 17. The 
signals received by antenna 15 are conveyed to the re
ceiver of transponder 18, the detected output of this 
receiver immediately being retransmitted by the trans
mitter of the transponder. The transmitter of transpon
der 18 transmits the received audio signal modulated 
on its own carrier by means of antenna 16. This signal 
is received by directional antenna 20 located at the 
command station. Antenna 20 is slewed in azimuth by 
means of servocontrol 21 which operates in response to 
the received signal as processed in receiver 22, to main
tain antenna 20 oriented in the direction of airborne 
vehicle 17 at all times.

Servo control 21 provides a signal indicative of the 
azimuth of antenna 20 and thus of the azimuth of air
borne vehicle 17, to position computer 25. Receiver 22 
provides a signal to position computer 25 in accor
dance with the combined transit times of the signals 
transmitted to and from transponder 18, the output of 
the position computer 25 thus being indicative of the 
range of vehicle 17 from the command station. Re
ceiver 22 also provides an altitude readout signal to al
titude readout device 27, this signal being in accor
dance with barometric pressure information transmit
ted from vehicle 17 by means of transponder 18. Infor
mation in accordance with range and azimuth of the 
target is fed from position computer 25 to X-Y plotter 
32 where it is utilized to provide a continuous plot of 
target position.

Referring now to FIG. 2, a preferred embodiment of 
the system of the invention is illustrated. Range tone 
oscillator 13, which may comprise a tuning fork, pro
vides a signal in the audio frequency range which may, 
for example, be 1.3 kHz. The output of range tone os
cillator 13 is fed through band pass filter 41 to potenti
ometer 42. Band pass filter operates to filter out har
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3,739,378

monies and other spurious radiations in the output of 
the oscillator to provide a signal which approximates a 
pure sine wave. Potentiometer 42 is utilized to adjust 
the amplitude of the signal to a suitable level, this signal 
being fed from the arm of the potentiometer through 
amplifier 44 to command control transmitter 11, as a 
modulation signal therefor. Typically, command con
trol transmitter provides a radio frequency output in 
the UHF range (about 500 mHz), this signal being 
modulated with the 1.3 kHz tone. The output of com
mand control transmitter 11 is radiated by means of an
tenna 12 which may be non-directional.

The signals radiated by antenna 12 are received by 
means of antenna 15 which is located on the airborne 
vehicle. Antenna 15 also may be non-directional in its 
characteristics. The signals received by antenna 15 are 
fed to receiver 46 of transponder 18, the tone signal 
being detected by the receiver and fed to transmitter 47 
to provide a modulation signal therefor.

Information in accordance with vehicle altitude is 
sensed by means of altitude sensor 48 which may com
prise a barometric sensor device. The output of altitude 
sensor 48 is fed to FM modulator 49 which provides a 
signal in accordance with vehicle altitude for frequency 
modulating transmitter 47.

The signals transmitted by transmitter 47 are radi
ated by means of antenna 16. The radio frequency en
ergy radiated by antenna 16 is received by antennas 
20a and 206, which are a pair of directional antennas 
capable of being trained in azimuth. These antennas 
are suitably mounted for rotatable azimuth drive by 
means of antenna gear train 52. The RF outputs of an
tennas 20a and 206 are fed through lobing switch 54 to 
receiver 22. Lobing switch 54 may be of a typical con
ventional design which alternately feeds an output sig
nal first from one and then from the other of antennas 
20a and 206 to receiver 22, the amplitudes of the out
puts of the two antennas being indicative of the posi
tions of the antennas relative to the airborne vehicle. 
Thus, for example, when the antennas are aligned with 
the airborne target they will both receive equal ampli
tude signals therefrom, while with a misalignment to 
the right, antenna 206 will receive a greater signal, 
while with a misalignment to the left, antenna 20a will 
receive a greater signal. The signals received by anten
nas 20a and 206 are detected and the detected outputs 
compared in receiver 22 and a servo-control signal in 
accordance with any difference therebetween fed from 
the receiver to servo amplifier 55. Servo amplifier 55 
amplifies any such “error” signal, this error signal 
being utilized to drive servo motor 57. The servo motor 
in turn drives the antenna gear train 52 in a direction 
such as to minimize the error signal. Thus, the various 
components of servo control 21 operate to maintain 
antennas 20a and 206 automatically trained on the air
borne target at all times.

The detected output of receiver 22 is also fed to FM 
discriminator 59 which detects the altitude signal mod
ulated onto the carrier of transmitter 47. The output of 
FM discriminator 59 in accordance with the altitude of 
the airborne vehicle is fed to an altitude meter 61 for 
readout. Altitude meter 61 may comprise a conven
tional, suitably calibrated direct current meter. The de
tected output of receiver 22 is also fed through switch 
65 to band pass filter 70 of the position computer 25. 
Filter 70 filters out the tone oscillator signal from the 
detected output of the receiver and feeds this signal to

3
amplifier-limiter 71 where the signal is appropriately 
limited to provide a square wave. The square wave out
put of amplifier limiter 71 is fed to monostable multivi
brator 72 and operates to actuate this multivibrator so 
as to provide a drive signal for bistable multivibrator 
73. Thus, bistable multivibrator 73 is driven to a first 
state in response to the leading edge of the tone signal 
received by receiver 22 from transponder 18.

The output of range tone oscillator 13 is also fed 
through band pass filter 41 to calibration control 80 
which may comprise a phase shifter. The signal is then 
fed through amplifier-limiter 81 and monostable multi
vibrator 82 to provide an actuation signal for bistable 
multivibrator 73. The output of monostable multivibra
tor 82 operates to drive bistable multivibrator 73 to a 
second state opposite to that which the output of 
monostable multivibrator 72 drives the bistable multi
vibrator. Amplifier-limiter 81 operates to square the 
sine wave input while monostable multivibrator 82 op
erates to provide a sharp signal in response to the lead
ing edge of the output of amplifier-limiter 81, in the 
same manner as just described in connection with am
plifier-limiter 71 and monostable multivibrator 72. 
Thus, bistable multivibrator 73 will have an output sig
nal with a pulse width in accordance with relative times 
of occurrence of the inputs thereto from monostable 
multivibrators 72 and 82. With proper adjustment of 
calibration control 80, the output of bistable multivi
brator 73 is a signal having a pulse width in accordance 
with the transit time of the signals going to and from the 
transponder, this signal thus being in accordance with 
the range of the target.

Calibration control 80 is utilized to calibrate the cir
cuit for accurate operation by throwing switch 65 to 
the position indicated by the dotted line, in which case 
both the circuit including monostable multivibrator 72 
and that including monostable multivibrator 82 are 
both receiving the immediate output of range tone os
cillator 13. Under such conditions, calibration control 
80, which, as already noted, may comprise a phase 
shifter, is adjusted until the outputs of both monostable 
multivibrators are in phase coincidence so that the out
put of bistable multivibrator 73 has a minimum pulse 
width.

The square wave output of bistable multivibrator 73, 
which as already noted is in accordance with the range 
of the target, is fed to integrator 76 which develops a 
DC signal in accordance with this range. This DC signal 
is amplified by means of DC amplifier 77 and fed to 
sine/cosine potentiometer 78. The operation of the 
sine/cosine potentiometer will be described more fully 
in connection with FIG. 3. Suffice it to say at this point 
that this potentiometer includes a pair of arms, one 
representing a cosine function, the other representing 
a sine function, which are driven by mechanical drive 
53 in response to the antenna gear train 52 so as to gen
erate an electrical signal in accordance with the azi
muthal position of antennas 20a and 206. This azimuth 
signal is effectively multiplied in the potentiometer by 
the output of DC amplifier 77, which is in accordance 
with the range of the target. Output signals are fed from 
sine/cosine potentiometer 78 to X-Y plotter 32 in ac
cordance with the X and Y coordinate positions of the 
target, these positions being represented by sine aR/2 
and cosine aR/2 respectively, with a being indicative 
of the azimuth of the target and R the range of the tar
get.
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3,739,378
A reading is also provided in accordance with the azi

muth of the target on azimuth meter 86, this meter op
erating in response to the output of linear potentiom
eter 85. Potentiometer 85 receives a reference signal 
from DC source 88, its arm being driven in response to 
antenna gear train 52. Thus, a DC signal is generated 
at the arm of the potentiometer in accordance with the 
azimuthal position of the antennas.

Referring now to FIG. 3, the operation of the sine/co- 
sine potentiometer of the device of the invention in de
veloping the signals for use in the plotter is schemati
cally illustrated. Potentiometer 78 may comprise a cir
cular resistance element 78a, and a pair of arm units 
78b and 78c which wipe on element 78a in electrical 
contact therewith. Arms 78b and 78c are arranged in 
space quadrature. The output of DC amplifier 77 in ac
cordance with range (R) is fed to the position on ele
ment 78a representing 0°. The 180° position of element 
78a is grounded while the 90° and 270° positions are 
connected together to provide a common output in ac
cordance with R/2. Arms 78b and 78c which are elec
trically insulated from each other are driven by me
chanical output 53 of antenna gear train 52. Thus, it 
should be readily apparent that the output signals at 
arms 78b and 78c are quadrature related signals in ac
cordance with sin aR/2 +  R/2 and cos aR/2 +  R/2, re
spectively. These signals are fed to X-Y plotter 32, 
using the R/2 output as the common reference therefor 
to provide the “X” and “Y” plotter signals; the R/2, of 
course, is eliminated by virtue of the fact that this very 
same signal is used as the common reference. Appro
priate scaling can be provided to compensate for the 
halving introduced in the potentiometer. Thus, potenti
ometer 78 provides a convenient and simple technique 
for developing the plotting signal without requiring an 
inverting amplifier as is commonly used in prior art 
similar devices.

While the system of the invention has been described 
and illustrated in detail, it is to be clearly understood 
that this is intended by way of illustration and example 
only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the 
spirit and scope of this invention being limited only by 
the terms of the following claims.

We claim:
1. A system for tracking and plotting the position of 

an airborne vehicle from a command station compris
ing:

a control transmitter at said command station for 
generating radio signals,

tone oscillator means for providing a modulation sig
nal for said radio signals,

antenna means at said station for radiating said radio 
signals,

antenna means on said vehicle for receiving the sig
nals radiated from said station,

transponder means on said vehicle including a re
ceiver for detecting the signals from said vehicle 
antenna means and a radio transmitter for instanta
neously retransmitting the detected signals, said re
transmitted signals being radiated by said vehicle 
antenna means,

directive antenna means at said command station for 
receiving the signals radiated by said vehicle an
tenna means,

receiver means at said command station for detecting 
the signals received by the directive antenna 
means,

5
servo control means responsive to the output of said 

receiver means for slewing the directive antenna 
means so as to maintain azimuthal lock on with said 
vehicle,

position computer means responsive to the output of 
said receiver means for generating a signal in ac
cordance with the vehicle range from the com
mand station comprising a bistable multivibrator, 
said multivibrator being driven to a first state in re
sponse to the leading edge of the local range tone 
oscillator output and to a second state by the lead
ing edge of the tone signal demodulated from the 
output of said receiver means, said multivibrator 
generating a pulse having a width in accordance 
with vehicle range, said position computer means 
further receiving a signal from said servo-control 
means in accordance with the azimuth of said vehi
cle from the command station, said computer 
means further including means for multiplying the 
range and azimuth signals, and

plotting means responsive to the output of said com
puter means for plotting the position of the target.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the means for multi
plying the range and azimuth signals comprises a poten
tiometer having a fixed resistance element and a pair of 
quadrature related wiper arms electrically engaging 
said fixed element, the range signal being coupled to 
the fixed element, signal from said servo control means 
mechanically driving said arms in accordance with the 
slewing of the directive antenna means, said plotting 
means receiving signals in X-Y coordinates from the 
potentiometer arms.

3. The system of claim 2 wherein said range signal is 
coupled to the fixed element of said potentiometer be
tween points therealong representing the 0° and 180° 
azimuthal positions, the 90° and 270° azimuthal points 
along said fixed element being connected together and 
fed to said plotter as a common return for the signals 
fed thereto from the potentiometer arms.

4. The system of claim 1 and further including alti
tude sensor means on said vehicle for generating a sig
nal in accordance with vehicle altitude means for mod
ulating the signals transmitted by the transponder with 
the vehicle altitude signal, and means at said command 
station for detecting and providing a readout of said ve
hicle altitude signal.

5. The system of claim 1 and further including means 
for integrating the multivibrator pulse to provide a DC 
signal in accordance with vehicle range.

6. The system of claim 1 and further including means 
for calibrating the range operation of said computer 
means including means for adjusting the phase of the 
local range tone oscillator output fed to said multivi
brator.

7. In a system for tracking and plotting the position 
of an airborne vehicle from a command station, said 
system comprising control transmitter means at said 
station for generating and transmitting radio signals, 
transponder means on the vehicle for receiving and im
mediately retransmitting signals received from said 
control transmitter, directive antenna means at said 
station for receiving the retransmitted signals, receiver 
means for detecting the signals received by said direc
tive antenna means, servo means for automatically po
sitioning the directive antenna means so as to maintain 
antenna lock-on with the vehicle and plotter means for
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3,739,378

plotting vehicle position, position computer means in
cluding:

means responsive to the detector output of the re
ceiver means for generating a DC signal in accor
dance with the range of the vehicle from the com
mand station, and

a potentiometer having a fixed resistance element 
and a pair of quadrature related wiper arms electri
cally engaging said fixed element, the DC range sig
nal being coupled to the fixed element between 
points therealong representing 0° and 180° 
azimuthal positions, the 90° and 270° azimuthal 
points along said fixed element being connected 
together to provide a common return for the sig
nals developed at said wiper arms, said servo means 
being connected to position said wiper arms in ac

7
cordance with the position of the directive antenna 
means, the arms of said potentiometer and said 
common return being connected to said plotter to 
provide plotting signals thereto in X-Y coordi
nates.

8. The system of claim 7 wherein said means for gen
erating a DC signal in accordance with vehicle range 
includes a bistable multivibrator, means for driving said 
multivibrator to a first state in accordance with the 
phase of the signals transmitted by said control trans
mitter and to a second state in accordance with the sig
nals detected by said receiver means, and means for in
tegrating the pulse output of said multivibrator.

9. The system of claim 7 wherein said fixed resistance 
element is circular.

* * * * *
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